
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MILWAUKEE
FACULTY SENATE MEETING

MINUTES
Thursday, December 17, 2009; 2:30 P.M.; Curtin 175

I. COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS
1. Chancellor’s Report

Chancellor Santiago announced that he has been in conversations with the Academic
Staff Committee, University Committee (UC), and the Dean’s Council regarding the
process for the Provost search. He has requested that these three groups submit
names to him. At the beginning of the spring semester, Santiago would like to have
three names and solicit feedback from the campus community. He will then make a
final decision.

The search process for the Dean of the College of Letters and Sciences has started
with productive meetings with the UC. The UC is seeking input from the faculty and
the APGC. The search committee is being formed and Paul Fischer has agreed to be
the chair. A search firm has been contacted to help with a national search to find the
best candidate. If the search committee does not find an appropriate pool of
candidates, the search may be closed down and an interim may need to serve until
the position is filled.

Senator Adesso asked why an external search firm has been hired to find a dean.
Santiago replied that search firms are used for high-level national searches and will
help extend the pool of candidates. The value of using Chuck Bunting of
Storbeck/Pimentel search firm is that he has been involved in other searches at UWM
and is familiar with the campus. Furthermore, since this search is beginning late in
the year, it is very important that the firm help identify a wide, well-qualified, diverse
pool of candidates. Senator Meyers asked if the L&S faculty have been consulted
about their preference for an interim dean versus a permanent dean. Santiago replied
that the UC has started that conversation and Mark Schwartz is bringing that
conversation to the governance council within L&S.

Santiago stated that the search will be delayed if that is the desire of the L&S faculty.
Gabriel Verdier commented that it is late to start the L&S Dean search considering
that Dean Meadows announced his retirement in October. Santiago explained that it
has taken a long time to find a chair and that the committee is not completely formed.
If the L&S faculty do not want to move the search forward at this time, the search
may be postponed and the faculty will have to help select an interim dean when Dean
Meadows retires. Senator Anderson said that Glen Fredlund sent an e-mail to the
L&S faculty to call for a meeting to be held just before the second semester.
Santiago said that if the L&S faculty decide that they want the search to go forward,
he will ask the search firm if it is a reasonable and feasible time to start the search.

It was asked what the effect of not knowing who the Provost will be on the search for
the dean of L&S. Santiago said that it is difficult to assess the effect, but if it affects
the quality of the pool of candidates, then the campus should be prepared to pull back
on the search. However, some candidates may find this to be a good opportunity.
He added that ideally a senior search should start in the fall and that line reports are
set.
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2. Student Association (S.A.): Jay Burseth, President reported that
 The SA is in the process of appointing an election commissioner
 FFC budget has just been passed
 Safety issues have been discussed with community groups
 Successful campaign to stop parking meters from being put up in the

UPark lots
 Lower textbook price campaign and statewide campaign to lower tuition

3. University Committee (UC) Report: Cindy Walker, Chair
UC Response to Criticism is attached.
UC Report is attached.

Senator Bell requested that the Milwaukee Initiative survey include weighted totals.
Senator Adesso commented that the survey is not clear that the Pabst property is part
of the School of Public Health. Senator Meyer commented that since funds have
already been earmarked for the Freshwater studies, it should not have been included
on the survey. He also requested that during the tabulation of the survey the
senators’ responses be disaggregated from the faculty survey, but be included in the
entire faculty survey. Lastly, he asked if the results will be reported to the
Chancellor. Senator C. Walker confirmed that they will be reported to the
Chancellor in a clear manner and will also be posted on the UC web site. She also
mentioned that there will be a special meeting of the BOR in January to discuss the
appropriation of the rest of the funds for the projects on the UWM campus. The
regents feel that they are supporting UWM’s research growth initiative by supporting
the building of the capital projects and want to get these projects started right away.

4. Graduate School Reorganization Working Group: Bob Schwartz, Chair
Report is attached.
Powerpoint presentation is available at:
http://www4.uwm.edu/secu/senate/calendars/09-10/12-17-09GSchoolSlides.pdf

A motion to extend the discussion by five minutes was seconded and approved
unanimously by voice vote.

Another motion made during the presentation to extend the discussion by five more
minutes was seconded and approved unanimously by voice vote.

Senator Adesso asked about the next step. Chancellor Santiago said that he has asked
the Vice Chancellor for Research and the Dean of the Graduate School to review the
recommendation and bring their recommendation to him.

5. Academic Planning & Curriculum Committee: Sue Falco, Chair
Professor John Boyland reported. APCC report is attached.

Senator Pycior requested that the APCC consider meeting on Wednesdays as well as
Tuesdays to accommodate more faculty schedules. Senator Welstead inquired about
the basis for the GER. Boyland said that FD 1984 is being used.
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6. Research Policy Committee: Prasenjit Guptasarma, Chair
Powerpoint presentation is available at:
http://www4.uwm.edu/secu/senate/calendars/09-10/12-17-09RPCPresentation.pdf

A motion to extend the discussion by five minutes was seconded and approved
unanimously by voice vote.

Senator Jeske inquired about the justification for someone working in another county,
e.g., Jefferson County, paying the same overhead as someone on campus. He
suggested that the use of on campus resources is not a good assumption.

II. SENATE ROLL CALL
Secretary of the University Trudy Turner conducted the role call for the Senate. There
were 40 senators and Parliamentarian Richard Marcus present. A quorum of the Faculty
Senate was present

III. AUTOMATIC CONSENT BUSINESS
1. The minutes of the November 19, 2009 Faculty Senate meeting were approved as

corrected.

Senator Meyers requested that the amended motion, FD 2693, in the November
minutes be changed from “Faculty Senate will report faculty priorities to the
Chancellor” to read “Faculty Senate will report its faculty priorities to the
Chancellor.” He said that the change reflects his intention and the intention of the
senate discussion, and that Secretary Turner, after reviewing the recording of the
Senate meeting, agrees with him. He also stated that he will not request to suspend
the order of business for the agenda since UC Chair C. Walker said in her report that
the Milwaukee Initiative survey will reflect senate and full faculty priorities and
report to the Chancellor. He also commented that the survey was done yesterday, but
the senate wanted the survey done a month ago and it could have been done at that
time.

Senator Anderson requested to suspend the rules to add an item after item 1, UWM
Faculty Senate Resolution on Interim Provost Candidates. The motion was seconded
and approved unanimously by voice vote.

2. 2008-09 Annual Reports of the Faculty Standing Committees:
Faculty Rights & Responsibilities Committee, FD 2694, was received

2008-2009 Annual Reports, pending receipt:
Economics Benefits Committee
Research Policy Committee

IV. CHANCELLOR’S REPORT
1. Document 2689, 11/19/2009: Motion from the University Committee to Dissolve

the Extension Policy Committee. Approved by the UWM Administration
12/03/09.
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2. Document 2690, 11/19/2009: Motion from the Division of Professions Executive
Committee to Include the Department of Electrical Engineering/Computer
Science in the Division of Professions. Approved by the UWM Administration
12/03/09.

3. Document 2691, 11/19/2009: Motion from the Academic Policy Committee to
Change the Language of the Campus Final Examination Policy (SAAP 22).
Approved by the UWM Administration 12/03/09.

4. Document 2692A, 11/19/09: Amended Motion to Review Master Plan
Documents. Approved by the UWM Administration 12/03/09.

5. Document 2693A, 11/19/09: Amended Motion to review Milwaukee Initiative
Documents. Approved by the UWM Administration 12/03/09.

V. BUSINESS
1. Report on Employee Trust Fund Retirement

Sari King from the Employee Trust Fund, Division of Retirement Services presented.
This presentation is available at:
http://www4.uwm.edu/secu/senate/calendars/09-10/12-17-09ETFPresentation.pdf

Video of this presentation is available on the Secretary of the University web site
under Employee Resources:
http://www4.uwm.edu/secu/

A motion to extend the discussion by ten minutes was seconded and approved
unanimously by voice vote. Discussion ensued.

2 UWM Faculty Senate Resolution on Interim Provost Candidates. Senator Anderson
presented the motion.

Resolved: That the Faculty Senate call on the Chancellor to seek the advice of
the Senate and his full faculty on Interim Provost candidates.

The motion was seconded and unanimously approved by voice vote.
(Note: This motion will be given a faculty document number and processed with the
other faculty documents that are approved at today’s meeting)

3 Faculty Document 2695. Academic Policy Committee (APC) Chair Jon Welstead
moved approval of FD 2695, Recommendation of the APC that the Calendar for
Academic Year 2011-2012 be approved. APC Chair Jon Welstead presented the
rationale.

FD 2695 was approved unanimously by voice vote.
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4 Faculty Document 2696. It was moved and seconded to approve the
Recommendation of the Department of Foreign Languages and Linguistics and the
L&S Academic Planning and Governance Committee to Change the Department’s
Name to Foreign Languages and Literature. Professor Jenny Watson presented the
rationale.

FD 2695 was approved unanimously by voice vote.

5 Report on Master Planning and Academic Planning. Academic Planning and Budget
committee (APBC) Chair Jay Moore presented the report from the four APBC
subcommittees:
 School of Freshwater Sciences/Water
 Kenwood/ CSM/IRC
 School of Public Health/Pabst
 CEAS/TOSA/IRC

Professor Ed Mabry reported.

The APBC Report is attached.

Powerpoint presentation is available at:
http://www4.uwm.edu/secu/senate/calendars/09-10/12-17-09APBCPresentation.pdf

Senator Adesso asked what the APBC plans to do next. Moore said this first phase
was to review and examine the Campus Master Plan report as it existed prior to
November 9. The second phase will examine how responsive the Campus Master Plan
final draft, scheduled for January 29, has been to faculty concerns.

A motion was made and to extend the time by five minutes.

Senator Garrison pointed out that the APBC report that was sent to all senators just
prior to the senate meeting, particularly the Kenwood/CSM/IRC section, emphasized
that the Academic Plan and the Master Plan needs to be inclusive of faculty and staff in
the coordination and sequence of the timeline decisions regarding the allocation and
reallocation of space.

Senator Lyman stated a point of clarification that there are six pre-design working
groups and four Master Plan committees. Senator Gajdardziska-Josifovska asked if the
APBC is supportive or not supportive of the Kenwood Interdisciplinary Research
Center (IRC). Moore replied that the APBC is in support of the Kenwood IRC, but
emphasized that the APBC is concerned with the academic plans. The PEC is
concerned with the construction of the IRC. Senator Guptasarma also inquired about
the detail devoted to the Tosa IRC and the lack of detail about the Kenwood IRC.
Moore explained that the APBC just recently took on this task and they have not had
time to have an internal discussion, as a result, the bullet points in the APBC report
have emerged as preliminary discussions. He added that he will take these comments
back to the APBC.

A motion was made and to extend the time by five minutes.
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A senator asked if the APBC will take into account the faculty survey. Moore replied
that the survey was conducted after the APBC started their review, but they will keep
advised of the survey. The APBC report that was submitted to the senate was based on
a snapshot prior to November 9. Provost Cheng’s Master Plan report will provide more
updated information.

Senator Pycior said that in the report transportation planning is listed in the
Kenwood/CSM/IRC section, but it is not mentioned in the CEAS/TOSA/IRC section.
Moore said that the Master Planners will address transportation in their final draft, and
the APBC will keep watch over this topic as well. Senator Madsen that the
Transportation Subcommittee of the PEC shared their concerns a month ago and they
will be asking the consultants how they have made their recommendations more clear.

Chancellor Santiago clarified his comments that he made at the faculty and staff
meeting that was sponsored by the University Committee. Last year the legislature
approved the $240 million expenditure plan on projects that were moving forward,
discussed by the PEC, and brought to the BOR. Six of those projects are part of the
$240 million expenditure plan. That expenditure plan includes $120 million of state
bonded authority, $60 million of gift and grants, and $60 million of program revenue.
Santiago said that he welcomes input into these projects and suggests that the faculty
complete the survey as soon as possible. The water project has already been
enumerated at $50 million, which includes the build-out for the Great Lakes Water
Institute and the School of Freshwater Sciences. The money locked in for that can be
used for other projects depending on the level of gifts and grants. The advantage of the
$240 million is that resources can be moved around depending on fundraising. The
remainder of those projects will be taken up at the January BOR meeting. Afterwards
the Building Commission will act on that expenditure plan that it approved last
year. Today the County Board of Supervisors approved the environmental plan for
Wauwatosa. UWM has still not raised the money to acquire that parcel and everything
is still fluid.

The $240 million investment that the state is making at UWM is for: 1) Construction of
a new research vessel, 2) Build-out and expansion of the Great Lakes Water Research
Institute, and the housing of the School of Freshwater Sciences 3) Build-out of a
community and public health center in downtown Milwaukee (land still not acquired),
4) Build-out of a campus in Wauwatosa next to the School of Medicine, 5)
Interdisciplinary Research Building on the Kenwood campus, and 6) Acquisition of
Columbia St. Mary’s.

The Master Plan extends ten to twenty years into the future and will need additional
funding. It is possible that the six projects will find its way into the Master Plan, but it
is difficult to predict at this point. Santiago’s concern is that if UWM does not act on
these projects now, the resources may go to other campuses. The $120 million of state
borrowing authority and the flexibility to move that money around to projects that may
not get fund raising support is very valuable. A process needs to be set up where every
project on campus will need at least 25% support from gifts, grants, or program
revenue. He also mentioned that during this fiscal year, UWM received $26 million for
projects on this campus, which will help deferred maintenance on this campus.
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6 Report on Master Plan. Vice Chancellor and Provost Rita Cheng presented the report.
The consultants were on campus last week explaining how they have been responding
to the large amount of feedback they have received since the draft Master Plan was
posted on the Master Plan web site. They also talked about incorporating a section on
process as well as expanding academic planning and research sections. Technical
information, including the technical review from the UWM staff and DOA staff, will be
added to the report. The final report will be submitted on January 29 and will be posted
on UWM’s Master Plan web site. The report will be submitted to the Department of
Administration and UWM with a BOR presentation in the spring. The Master Plan and
the Milwaukee Initiative are separate. The BOR actions are in several stages, but will
be completed for a Building Commission conversation in January.

Senator Lyman asked if the revised expenditure plan will be presented at the special
BOR meeting in January. Chancellor Santiago said that the original expenditure plan
was revised by the BOR. They put $50 million behind the expansion of the Water
because it has great potential for gifts and grants, which will allow the flexibility to
move some of these resources back into the other projects. When information is
available regarding the expenditures for the other projects, the PEC will be notified and
the UC may bring it to the senate.

VIII. UNFINISHED BUSINESS
None

IX. GENERAL GOOD AND WELFARE
None

X. ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 5:05 P.M.
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December UC Report to Faculty Senate

 As you may be aware, in the past month the UC put forth a response to the faculty,

responding to criticisms that we are ineffective. We would like this response to be

included in the minutes of today's Senate meeting. While we may not be perfect, we

strive to represent the views of all faculty on campus, not only a select few. Please

remember, and inform your colleagues, that minutes of our meetings, informing the

faculty of what transpires in those meetings, are available for review on the Secretary of

the University's website. Moreover, we meet every Tuesday, at 1 p.m. in LUB 456.

These are open meetings and faculty are free to attend, if they so desire. We always have

the first 15 minutes of our meetings set aside for faculty that wish to be heard and we

encourage faculty to take advantage of this if they so desire.

 At our last Senate meeting a motion was made and approved that asked that Senate report

faculty priorities, in terms of our growth agenda initiatives, to the Senate. In the past

month the UC worked on creating a ballot to collect this information. We had originally

thought that we would solicit these rankings at today's Senate meeting. However, you

need to be aware that the UC does not set the agenda for Senate meetings, rather the

Rules Committee does and this committee decided that this information should be

solicited from the faculty at large. This is why rank ordering the initiatives is not on

today's Senate agenda and why the ballot was sent to all faculty yesterday morning. Since

we, as Senators, have been continually updated on the Master Plan and these initiatives,

respondents were asked to indicate whether or not they were a Senator rather than having

Senators fill out the form twice, once in their role as a Senator and once in their role as a

faculty member. Although we have been criticized for this approach, we felt it was the

least convoluted.

 It is our understanding that the SSEA has completed its work, in terms of evaluating the

Deans that were up for evaluation. However it is unclear if they will continue their

evaluation of Provost Cheng, in light of the fact that she will be leaving us to assume the

presidency of SIU. The committee had originally decided not to continue this work.

However, Carlos requested that the SSEA continue their work, as he feels that the final

product may be helpful in terms of finding our next Provost. The UC sent this request to

the SSEA and is leaving the final decision up to the committee. However, our policies

and procedures are silent, in terms of how the SSEA should proceed when someone up

for evaluation announces their resignation as the evaluation is being conducted. We hope

this issue will be addressed in any future revisions to the SSEA charge that come before

us because this issue is sure to come up again.
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 This afternoon the UC met with BOR president Pruitt to discuss his views of UWM being

a catalyst for economic development in SE WI, among other things. UPDATE AFTER

LUNCH

 Several of us met with the APGC committee in L&S yesterday afternoon in a special

meeting called to discuss the process of finding a replacement for Dean Meadows. I

subsequently sent an e-mail to all L&S faculty, informing them where we were at in the

process, upon the request of Glen Fredlund, chair of APGC. We currently have hired a

search firm that we have used successfully in past Dean searches and as of last night we

found someone from outside the college that was willing to chair the committee. Names

of faculty from within the school that were willing to serve on the search committee were

solicited by the Associate Deans within the school to ensure representation across all

disciplines/divisions. This process was agreed upon in a UC meeting that took place last

month. Names and were due to Rita December 4 and the UC will be meeting next week

to finalize the committee.

Finally, we would like to commend Carlos for agreeing to a process for finding an interim
Provost that is transparent and fully embraces the principles of shared governance.
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UC Response

Recently the University Committee was publicly criticized, for being "ineffectual" and
"complicit" with the current state of affairs on campus. This critique, circulated by e-mail,
implies that we are not serving the best interests of the faculty or the campus at large but are,
rather, serving the administration. We contend that this unfair and completely false allegation
completely disregards the innumerable hours the University Committee members devote to
thinking about the issues at hand, listening to the concerns of others, and discussing both
amongst ourselves and with colleagues and administration how to address these issues in ways
that will move the university forward.
As this critique was based on three major issues that we, as a campus, are currently grappling
with, we would like to respond to each of these issues and describe how we are striving to serve
the campus at large.
1) Master Plan/Milwaukee Initiative
It is clear that there is still some confusion about the Master Plan, somewhat driven by its
comingling with the Milwaukee Initiative. The Master Plan is meant to be a long range plan for
the future of our campus that will not be fully realized until most of us have long retired. By the
very nature of the long-range planning process, there is a given level of ambiguity, choice, and
opportunity which naturally makes some of us uncomfortable. However, any plans that come to
fruition from the Master Plan will have to be vetted through governance, just as they always
have.
Criticisms of the Master Plan stem primarily from resistance to ideas put forth in the shorter
range Milwaukee Initiative, which includes the Tosa IRC, the Kenwood IRC, the School of
Freshwater Science, and the School of Public Health. We realize that some faculty have strong
objections about building off of our campus footprint. While our Harbor location has strong
support, there have been objections for the Pabst site, and many more for the Tosa site. However,
other faculty strongly support these expansion efforts. It is clear that the majority of us wish to
remain on the Kenwood campus and the majority of us think that building the Kenwood IRC and
acquiring Columbia St. Mary's is the best option for obtaining more space for the initiatives. The
fact of the matter is that the administration wants to acquire Columbia St. Mary's just as much as
we do. However, we cannot completely control our own building/expansion initiatives because
there are numerous processes that must be navigated. Therefore, expecting the University
Committee to insist that administration solely focus on acquiring Columbia St. Mary's is
unrealistic and counterproductive, especially at a time when our state has pledged substantial
new funds for new UWM buildings.

Other criticisms stem from the idea that our administration puts too much focus on economic
development and entrepreneurial activity, amidst growing concern by some of our faculty that
this is going to hurt the arts and humanities and diminish the academic mission of the University.
This is an important national-level debate at these times of declining tax-based support for the
state universities. UC has been discussing this topic with the Chancellor and has been assured
that the economic development activities will not be supported through redistributions amongst
the disciplines. At the same time, we must be visionary and think of ways to allow ALL of us to
do what we came here to do - teach and do research. The only way this will occur is for us to
come up with alternative funding streams. In order to facilitate teaching and research, we need
to find alternative revenue sources. Focusing on increasing extramural funding and royalties is
one way to increase revenue to our campus. The University Committee welcomes any other
ideas that will bring much needed resources to promote the academic mission of this university.
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What the University Committee has done: (1) Attended Master Planning meetings and forums;
(2) Represented the faculty on both the Coordinating and Steering Committees; (3) Met with UW
System President Reilly and Regent President Pruitt to ask them for support for our desire, as a
campus, to continue growing into a premier urban research institution; (4) Surveyed the faculty
and compiled the results; (5) Hosted meetings with department chairs; (5) Hosted a campus
Master Planning Open Forum; (6) Placed faculty with concerns on key governance committees
(PEC and APBC); (7) Passed policy so that a liaison from APBC would sit on PEC to foster
communication between the two committees; (8) Charged the PEC and APBC to perform critical
reviews of the consultant reports, both for the Milwaukee Initiatives and the longer range Master
Plan, and to report their recommendations to the Senate and finally (9) We plan to survey the
faculty, asking them to rank order the four Milwaukee Initiatives and the Columbia St. Mary
acquisition, as per the Senate resolution passed unanimously at our November meeting.
2) Graduate School Re-organization
It is clear that there is much concern about the current status of the Graduate School. Our
administration received several complaints from multiple sources seeking improved support for
graduate education and for research. These concerns have prompted the current attempt to
reorganize the leadership and support staff structures.

What the University Committee has done: (1) Insisted that faculty input be considered, as per
our policies and procedures, prior to any major restructuring of the Graduate Schools; (2)
Represented the faculty on the Graduate School Reorganization workgroup, as well as the GFC;
(3) Discussed the issues, at length, at University Committee meetings; (4) Placed the chairs of
GFC and RPC, as well as faculty with major concerns, on the workgroup and finally, after the
workgroup has completed its charge, we will (5) Insist that any recommendations be vetted
through the appropriate faculty governance groups.

3) Provost Cheng's and Dean Meadows resignation
The fact that both the Provost and the Dean of the largest college on campus are leaving at the
culmination of the year presents a significant problem that is compounded by the lengthy nature
of the searches that are needed to recruit their permanent replacements. However, to think that
anyone will be appointed to either of these positions on an interim basis without any input from
the faculty is preposterous.

What the University Committee has done: (1) Worked with the Provost, to assemble a search
committee, even prior to Dean Meadow's resignation; (2) Made recommendations for faculty that
we thought would be effective chairs of the committee; (3) Designed a process to create a strong
roster of faculty by asking the L&S Associate Deans to solicit one nominee from each
department that would be willing to serve on this important search committee; (4) Consulted
with the Chancellor, with respect to the process of appointing an interim Provost, and have been
assured that any interim appointments will be made only in consultation with us, as well as the
Academic Deans Council and the Academic Staff Committee.

In closing, the University Committee would like to remind everyone that we are here to serve all
faculty, not only those with strong objections to particular initiatives. Critiquing us without full
knowledge of all the facts does not serve any productive purpose. As we have said multiple
times, in multiple forums, it is perfectly acceptable to respectfully disagree, both with the
administration and amongst ourselves. However, attempts to criticize us without full knowledge
of the facts is naïve and counterproductive. We welcome anyone to attend our regularly
scheduled meetings, held each Tuesday at 1:00 p.m. in LUB 456, during which the first part of
each meeting is always reserved as an open forum for those who wish to be heard. We are most
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appreciative when suggestions are made for proactive ways that we can allay any concerns that
anyone might have.

University Committee:
Cindy Walker, Chair
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Tien-Chien Jen
Mary Kunert
Marcia Parsons
Mark D. Schwartz
William Velez
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Report of the Graduate School Work Group

The committee's charge was to evaluate a proposal by the Chancellor to
reorganize the Graduate School by replacing the current structure of one
position, Graduate Dean and Vice Chancellor for Research, with two
positions one overseeing graduate education and the other overseeing
research and economic development. [Model 1 and Model 2]

The committee met weekly over several months receiving input from
administrators, faculty, academic staff and relevant governance
representatives and committees. The committee also reviewed several
previous committee reports concerning the mission and organization of
the Graduate School dating back to 1993. In considering its
recommendations the committee sought to separate decisions about best
structure from concerns about who has been or would occupy positions.

The committee believes that no structure will work: unless (a) the
positions are filled with competent people, who cooperate fully and have
the confidence of the faculty and academic staff, unless (b) the
administration is willing to align its goals with those understood to be
the mission and function of the Graduate School and unless (c)
sufficient resources are provided to support the staff needed to
discharge the duties of the Graduate School.

In order to evaluate proposed reorganization schemes the committee
decided first to examine problems that existed prior to the
spring/summer reorganization.
Among the most important problems identified were:
1. Lack of a strong spokesperson and advocate for graduate programs and
education within and outside the university.
2. Lack of funding for staff to carry out the functions of the Graduate
School
3. The need to restructure Graduate School services to better meet
changing conditions that affect planning, supervision and delivery of
these services.
{Throughout its deliberations the committee expressed concern that
shifts in priorities and funding to support the Chancellor's vision for
the university would put pressures on budget and resources that were
likely to make it more difficult to deal adequately with these problems.}

After examining a number of schemes to split graduate education and
programs from research along the lines of the Chancellor's proposal the
committee voted to keep the position of a unified Graduate Dean and Vice
Chancellor for Research. The committee came to believe that by and
large the problems cited were not attributable to the organization of
the Graduate School under one person and that splitting the position
would not improve matters but were likely to make them worse.

The committee's decision accords with the Council of Graduate Schools
detailed analysis and report, "Organization and Administration of
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Graduate Education". The report recommends that there be a single
person to attend to institutional-wide graduate affairs, saying
'combining graduate education and research under one administrator also
makes it easier to see that institutional research funds are used as
incentives to encourage the strengthening of graduate programs'. The
report recognizes that in today's economic environment some universities
may find it necessary to become more involved in commercial research and
economic development. It warns, however, that both graduate education
and scholarly research will suffer if these projects are given priority
over the main mission of the Graduate School. It also stresses that the
Graduate School cannot fulfill its mission without adequate staff and
funding.

After deciding to recommend a non-split solution the committee examined
alternatives to Model 1. The committee believes that Model 3 has
several advantages:
1. Unlike 1, it recognizes the wide diversity of academic and research
functions on campus and puts a person more knowledgeable of these
specific needs in place to advocate and oversee efforts to meet them.
2. Having additional tenured faculty with records of scholarly
accomplishments as associate deans with direct input to the Graduate
Dean and Vice Chancellor for Research would improve planning and policy
decisions in general. And since on Model 3 the associate deans would
represent a diversity of fields it would provide for more specific,
detailed and nuanced perspectives on graduate education, programs and
research.
3. Model 3 would enhance the ability to develop and try out new
projects, programs, delivery of service options and other initiatives,
since they could be undertaken and evaluated locally without involving
the entire school.
4. The service staff of the Graduate School believes their tasks could
be organized more efficiently under Model 3 than Model 1, and the Vice
Chancellor and Graduate Dean concurs.

The committee is not recommending that any particular version of Model 3
be adopted, but suggests such options be given serious study and
consideration.
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John Boyland
APCC vice-chair

The APCC is continuing its moratorium on new GER (General Education
Requirements) courses with the exception that courses supporting new
programs and proposed CD (cultural diversity) courses will continue to
be considered. The meetings discussing a possible new system of GER
continue. We thank everyone who has attended and invite anyone
interested to attend meetings in the New Year, specifically:

1) distribution/breadth - Tuesday, January 26, 10-11:30 am in Regents Room
2) cultural diversity - Tuesday, February 9, 10-11:30 am in Regents Room
3) information literacy - Tuesday, February 23, 10-11:30 am in Regents Room
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From: Jay Moore Dec 15, 2009
Chair, APBC

To: Faculty Senate

Re: APBC Report to Senate

In response to a discussion with the UC, APBC is beginning its own review of CMP. It
represents one form of review by a governance structure. The review will take place in two
phases. Today is the report of the first phase. In this phase, we examined the draft of CMP as it
existed prior to Nov 9. This assessment is necessarily brief, and may include comments already
made in conjunction with earlier aspects of the campus feedback process. We call the Senate’s
attention to interim reports by the Master Planners of Nov 23 and Dec 9.

In the second phase, our goal is to report to you after the final CMP report, which at this writing
is scheduled for Jan 29. The second phase will emphasize how responsive the CMP process and
content have been to faculty concerns. It will further comment on the general merit of the
recommendations contained therein.

To carry out the first phase of the review, APBC members assigned themselves to four
subcommittees. Each had a separate scope of its review relating to CMP. One committee is
concerned with SFS/WATER. A second is concerned with Kenwood/CSM/IRC. A third is
concerned with SPH/Pabst. A fourth is concerned with CEAS/Tosa/IRC. Material related to the
campus Forum held in Nov, campus feedback (such as the motion from Chemistry calling for
increased attention to CSM), and feedback from DSF was called to the Committee’s attention.
Owing to the meeting schedule of APBC and the Senate, we did not have time for an internal
committee-wide discussion of sub-committee reports and did not vote that these reports represent
the collective, formally approved position of APBC.

I. SFS/WATER

APBC has discussed the UWM master planning sketch and the pre design group alternatives for
the proposed harbor campus. Here is a brief summary of our position:

1. We are supportive of the acquisition of a new research vessel to replace R/V Neeskay. The
funding plan for the projected cost of $20M to be equally divided between (G.F.S.B)(bonds) and
gifts/grants seems reasonable.

2. The APBC also support plans for remodeling of the existing GLRF and expansion to a new
building to reach a grand total of 470,000 gsf from the existing 135,000 gsf contained in the
existing GLRF building. The expansion would entail initially a new building to house research
labs for ecosystems, atmospheric science, and engineering. The location of the new building is
not determined yet but could either be just west of GLRF or south of GLRF in an atrium-like
design. There would be three or four stories. The cost for the new building about $50M would
tentatively be covered by a pending grant application from NOAA ($15M) and the rest from
G.F.S.B. and gifts/grants.
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3. We also support the projected removal of the coal pile south of GLRF to make room for the
full expansion of the harbor campus south of the current GLRF building and possibly west of the
current UWM owned land up to First Street. The further expansion would make room for
integrated technologies and engineering, and for campus life, aquaculture (commercial, USDA),
and water incubator space.

II. KENWOOD/CSM/IRC

1. How will the UWM community work together to coordinate the Academic Planning and the
Master Plan?
Sequencing and timeline for building/reallocation projects, including transitional placement of
units during construction phases: we must create an inclusive (faculty/staff) campus plan to make
the decisions about the allocation and reallocation of space.

2. Columbia St. Mary’s should be considered essential and a prime location for campus growth
in such areas as:

 Relocation of childcare facilities
 Transitional lab space during IRC and SPH construction
 Possible location for SPH, Nursing, Education, Social Welfare and the Norris Health

Center
 Graduate and married student housing
 Parking
 “One-Stop” location for student services (eg. Visitors Center, bursar, cashier, registrar,

DES, Financial Aid)

3. Transportation planning must be comprehensive and forward thinking. The university should
take a leadership role and work with city, county, and state to develop green PUBLIC
transportation initiatives such as light rail.

4. Build a teaching tower at the library site to solve several urgent campus needs such as:

 Additional mediated flexible instructional spaces & small lecture rooms
 A needed faculty-grad-staff lounge
 Secretary of the University/faculty governance chambers
 Collaborative workspaces & study spaces

The 6-floor maximum building constraint (p. 123) limits capacity of the Library’s existing
foundation in place for additional building.

5. Additional key questions:

 Page 37: Social Sustainability. The draft CMP does not adequately address social
sustainability. UWM must be “culturally competent” to address needs of students from a
range of socio-economic backgrounds, evaluate impacts of decentralized campus on the
ability of minority and economically disadvantaged students to participate in research,
and invest in Kenwood site.
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 Page 25: Goal to increase graduate and doctoral programs. Charts show faculty/staff
numbers growing by 608, graduate students by 869, undergraduates by 1385. Do we have

adequate space for current and projected faculty, adjunct faculty and graduate student
offices and classrooms? How can we enhance “campus life” for graduate students,
faculty and staff?

 Page 44: Address potential of UWM Alumni House that sits on 3.9 acres on the eastern
edge of the campus.

III. SPH/Pabst

 The priority is for an accredited School of Public Health. Therefore there is an initial
need for space to support four (4) major areas of public health: Environmental and
Occupational Health, Epidemiology and Bio-statistics, Policy, Administration and Health
Services, and Community and Behavioral Health Promotion in Phase I of the project.
Phase II of the project will include Health Informatics

 The building needs to have space to accommodate research and instruction at the
graduate level in all areas of public health, as well as accommodations for other Schools,
Colleges, and Centers that support the interdisciplinary nature of the Public Health
programs. Sufficient space to accommodate future research efforts is the most critical.
Faculty office space must be large enough to promote research discussions and dialogue
among faculty, staff, and community partners.

 Because a major emphasis is enlisting public partners for collaboration, there needs to be
space for the partners. It is the strong private participation of our partners in tandem with
University efforts that will promote a successful accredited School of Public Health.

IV. CEAS/TOSA/IRC

The IP – IRC facility is a specialized research and advanced instructional facility, targeted for
use in transferring research into commercial activity, primarily in CEAS and CHS’s areas of
excellence in bio-engineering, energy, transportation, and informatics.

Plans outline a facility housing upward of 80 FTE faculty and staff in a four-level, multi-
structure complex with nearly 140,000 assignable (usable) square feet completed in two or more
construction phases.

The IP industrial development facet of the overall plan has broad support involving both campus
and community constituencies.

Part of the proposed UWM IRC is potentially fundable as a base facility for the IP plan as
evidenced by a $30MM federal economic development grant under consideration.

The HGA plan appears highly responsive to UWM faculty needs and values.
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Summary Narrative

The proposed Innovation Park – Integrated Research Complex is planned for locating on part of
an 89 acre (58 developable acres) academic and industrial research development in Wauwatosa,
Wisconsin. The firm of Hammel, Green, and Abrahamson [HGA] is the project consultant for
architectural planning. As currently envisioned, the UWM facility would support research and
graduate level instruction in Bio-Engineering, Energy, Transportation, and Informatics housing
nearly 80 FTE faculty and staff from CEAS (65%), CHS (20%), and other UWM units (15%).
The overall facility would encompass approximately 250,000 total square feet allowing for net
assignable (usable) square feet of 140,000 square feet on four levels. The facility would be
constructed in two phases; phase one, the larger component, would support space for Core
functions, Bio-Engineering and Rehabilitational Sciences, and translational (technology transfer)
components of Informatics; phase two would support Energy, Transportation, and non-
translational components of Informatics. The Core functions component is also the focus of a
separate $30MM dollar Economic Development (or EDA) building grant proposal under
consideration with a projected decision of March 2010. Success of this proposal would initiate
the Innovation Park development process that will also involve the City of Wauwatosa and other
interested parties. HGA through a series of productive and generally agreeable working sessions
with campus constituencies has nearly completed both Innovation Park site preparation and
Integrated Research Complex planning designs.


